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TOTALLY MADE IN ITALY

The company Bigà Italia is born for the design and construction of electric vehicle "Bigà": small electric
tractor with multiple uses, great autonomy and efficiency thanks to the technical quality of the materials
used. Bigà products solve logistic problems of people and materials, focusing the construction on safety,
easy costs, according to the regulations Legislative Decree 81/08, with reference to Article IV title 167 for
manual handling of loads (bcm) (see Annex at the end of page). Patented product and registered trademark is
today marketed and used in various fields: in companies for material handling, airports, cemeteries, watches,
ports, greenhouses, farms, resorts, holiday parks, farms, entertainment agencies, amusement parks. Dynamic
company, always attentive to the evolution of the market and malleable in terms of new proposals, Bigà
Italia is today a reference point for the study of new technologies to simplify the world of material handling.
Today specialized in the production, in small series, of special carts for individual and specific customer
requirements. Gold medal by the Chamber of Commerce of Brescia, as better industrial invention: "Example
of adaptation of the product to market requirements, symbol of imagination and creativity of small and
medium enterprises in Brescia". Prize "Environment Friendly Innovation" by Legambiente with the Milan
Polytechnic, Bocconi University and Confindustria. CUNA certification.
Currently the production is completely made in Italy and is divided into several areas:

1) Bigà for Industry – Small electric tractors with multiple uses, to move within companies as both of
personnel and of the workers for towing 300, 800 and 3000 kg. Among the various features, the most
important are the autonomy, 6/ 8 hours in continuous and reduced maintenance.
2) Standard trolleys and customized trolleys for particular needs.
3) Electric trolleys.
4) Electric Loading beds
5) Electric Moped homologated for road use.
6) Semi circles for 4-inch aluminum wheels
Great importance is given to the quality of our products; for this purpose, we have established within our
company a documented quality management system. The guarantee, seriousness and advertising of our
product is entrusted to the many Italian and foreign companies in various sectors, using our products with
great satisfaction.
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